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ClickSWITCH Makes It Easy!
Switch to HCU checking account in minutes!

Moving your recurring payments and direct deposits to your Holyoke Credit Union account has
never been easier.

With ClickSWITCH®, you’ll have your accounts moved in just minutes.

Switching your direct deposits and recurring payments to Holyoke Credit Union doesn’t need to be a
hassle.

We’ve made it easier than ever with ClickSWITCH.

In just a few minutes, switch all your direct deposits and recurring payments to your new or existing
account at Holyoke Credit Union.  This eliminates the hassle of having to contact each business and
helps to ensure that you don’t miss a payment during your account transition.

How it works

Call 413-341-0133 or visit us to get started
To get started, call 413-341-0133 or stop in to any branch today to receive your activation code.
Login to ClickSWITCH and in a few simple clicks, you’ll activate the secure online solution.

1.

Switch your direct deposits and recurring payments
Use your old account to automatically find and switch all recurring transactions.

2.

Get notifications as it works for you
The solution does the work for you, receive real-time updates and get notified when it’s done.

3.

Why use ClickSWITCH?

Change financial institutions without the hassle
Securely switch direct deposits and recurring payments in just a few minutes
No need to track down payments or fill out paperwork
Just a few clicks will save hours of time
Track switches and receive real-time switch notification
Initiate the closure of your previous account

Already have an activation code?
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Holyoke Credit Union’s New Mobile Credit Card App
Coming Soon!

Multi-tasking while being-on-the-go is a common characteristic of the modern age.

The trick is identifying the best tools to support our mobile lifestyles. Holyoke Credit Union members
looking for a way to make managing their cards easier with added security, now have an exciting new
offering available.

Our Mobile App, developed with credit union members foremost in mind, brings together all the most
popular card management features and seamlessly presents them on a single platform. After easy
download and installation, members simply register their cards on the app to enjoy many popular
features, including:

 Seeing account details
 Setting alerts
 Getting a 90-day transaction history
 Reporting a card lost/stolen
 Making payments • Disputing transactions
 Turning a card off/on

Everything about the Mobile App is designed to be user-friendly to ensure the ideal member
experience. Access is TouchID enabled for Android and IOS devices, and camera integration allows
members to even set a personalized image.

The HCU Mobile Credit Card is available to download for free, from the Apple App Store or the Google
Play Store. 

Just look for the HCU Credit Card App. 
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7 Ways to a Successful Savings Plan +1
It's never too late!

Charis Brown from Clark.com wrote that there are 7 way to a successful savings plan.  I would add
one more:  Start NOW!

    1. Have a goal.

It is important to have a reason for savings whether it is for a trip you have planned, retirement, a rainy
day or for an emergency.  Ms. Brown suggests writing it down and putting it someplace where you will
see it often.

    2.  Know where you stand. 

Take a close look at where you spend your money.  Write down all your expenditures, even the
smallest.  They all add up! 

Then determine where you can make cuts.  Unnecessary items are the first to go.  Take the money
you will save and put it in a savings account.

Set up a budget, if you don’t already have one. 

    3.  Create a plan.

Remember to Pay Yourself First! 

Start by saving a dime for every dollar you make (10%).You probably will never miss it.

Use automated savings.  There are many accounts to choose from.

Have realistic goals.

    4.  Monitor your spending

Online banking and various apps help you keep track of your spending.

    5.  Refine your spending habits

Keep a close eye on your credit card usage.  It’s easier to spend money when you are using plastic. 
Consider cutting back on your credit and debit card use. 

    6.  Bounce back & quickly learn from mistakes.

    7.  Leave room for fun & rewards.

Build some fun into your budget and reward yourself when you reach your goal.  But…don’t go
overboard!

    8.  Start NOW!

The sooner the better!  Especially if you are saving for retirement.  It may seem like you have all the
time in the world but time flies and before you know it you will be looking at retirement.  Make sure you
have a plan in place so you can retire comfortably. 
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3 Credit Score Myths Debunked
You too can have good credit!

Never assume a good credit score is out of reach.

Your credit score is just one of the many factors including your income, employment history etc. that
determine the amount of debt you can handle. That being said, having a good credit score does give
you more options. The great news is that low scores can be improved over time.

Contrary to popular belief, a “bad” credit score is a not terminal diagnosis. According to the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau, that’s not the only myth that needs to be cleared up. Here are just a few: 

Closing a credit card improves your credit score: Actually, the opposite is true, especially if you
close the card with a balance. Why? Credit bureaus and lenders look at how long accounts have been
open, and the amount of credit being used to the amount of total credit available (also known as the
credit utilization ratio). If you close an account with a high credit limit, that has a longer positive history
and a balance, it could result in lowering your score not raising it.

Checking your credit lowers your score: It’s not only good to check your credit, but highly
recommended. You are not penalized for checking your own credit. It’s the best way to stay on top of
any errors in reporting and identity theft. You have to be aware of what’s on your credit report to know
which steps can be taken to improve your scores. You are entitled to a free annual credit report from
all three main credit bureaus (Equifax, Experian and TransUnion). Since you don’t know which bureau
lenders use, it’s best to check all three.

Building a good credit score = going into debt: Just because you need to use credit products,
doesn’t mean you need to create more debt than you can afford. Simply opening a credit card and
having monthly charges that you pay off in full each month will give you the history needed to build a
good credit score.
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PMI 101
Learn more about this mortgage opportunity

A big part of the American dream is owning a home, but finding the money for a sufficient down
payment can be a struggle. You might be able to obtain a home loan with a lower down payment
thanks to private mortgage insurance. This tool can help you buy a home faster, but it’s not without its
costs.

What is it?

When you get ready to buy a home,
many advisors suggest that you pay
20 percent of the overall cost as a
down payment. As housing prices
rise, this can be a substantial barrier
to home ownership, especially if
you’re a first-time buyer without
money from the sale of a previous
property. With the right credit history,
you can still buy a home without as
much cash, but it makes the loan
riskier for your lending institution.
That’s where private mortgage
insurance assists.

As the name implies, PMI is an
insurance policy that covers a
conventional loan, as explained by
the Consumer Financial Protections
Bureau. Lending institutions usually
attach PMI to loans with less than a 20-percent down payment, and the premium typically costs
anywhere from 0.25-2.0 percent of your loan balance per year, according to Amy Fontinelle of
Investopedia. This is on top of what you owe the lender for balance and interest.

While a lot of the insurance you buy protects you, PMI protects your lending institution. Since you put
down less on the purchase of the house, your lender is more invested in your property than usual. If
something happens and you can’t make payments, it needs the insurance to minimize the amount of
money it loses.

How do you pay for it?

There are several ways to pay for PMI, and your lending institution will discuss your options with you.
The team at Zillow reports that there are two common methods: lump sum and monthly. Most often,
you will pay mortgage insurance premiums monthly with the mortgage payment for your current loan,
and your lender is responsible for separating the premium payment from the pile and sending it to its
insurer. Some lenders offer a lump sum option that lets you pay for your PMI up front. This is either
with cash when you close on the home or then added to your financing package total.

Can you get rid of it?

While PMI is a great way to jump into home ownership earlier, it is an additional bill each month. Once
you have paid enough on your home to own 20 percent equity, Elizabeth Weintraub of The Balance
reports that you might be able to stop paying monthly for PMI. Before you change the payment headed
to the lending institution, you need to call them and ask how to cancel the PMI policy. It might take a
while to get PMI taken off your mortgage, as the lender will want an appraisal to confirm that you have
more than 20 percent equity in your property, which you will have to pay for. In the end, it’s extra



money in your pocket to do the legwork to cut out unneeded insurance.

If you are ready to leap into home ownership but the cost of living in your area is high, talk to your
lending institution about your mortgage options and private mortgage insurance.
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Determining the Appropriate Insurance for Your
Vehicle
What kinds of insurance you should consider when purchasing a
vehicle

The right car insurance revolves around your personal needs and desires as well as what your state
requires. The required amount of coverage changes with each car you buy and every time you move
to a new state. Understanding what is important and what you need before signing up for insurance is
pivotal for proper protection and full compliance with the law.

Liability coverage

When you cause a car accident, you
pay for the damages and medical
expenses associated with the
incident. Per The Wall Street
Journal, liability coverage is split into
two categories: property damage
liability insurance and bodily injury
liability insurance. Property damage
covers car destruction like fender
benders, door dings and ripped
bumpers; while bodily injury backs
the hospital visit expenses and lost
wages of those injured. Liability
coverage is the first aid to your
rescue if you find yourself in a
lawsuit. How much money you
receive depends on your liability
limits for a person’s injuries, total
injuries per accident and property
damage per accident.

Comprehensive coverage

Comprehensive coverage centers on other motor vehicle misfortunes that do not involve other cars:
think damage from natural disasters, hail damage or a collision with a deer. This also includes matters
of theft and vandalism. However, Kristen Hall-Geisler of U.S. News & World Report notes that
comprehensive coverage does not cover any damage causes if your vehicle collides with a fixed
object like a tree, building or light post.

Collision coverage

When you crash into any object other than an animal, collision coverage helps you with repair costs.
This remains true when you drive someone else’s car. Depending on the state you are in, rental car
accidents factor into this as well. Roll-over and hit-and-run accidents are also candidates for this policy.
Keep in mind that collision coverage will require that you pay a deductible.

Extended coverage

There are several extended insurance options that cover issues not encompassed by liability, collision
and comprehensive coverage. Per WSJ, personal injury protection aids with expenditures if the end
result of an accident is a disability. This includes medical costs, 60 to 80 percent of lost income, funeral
expenses, child care and even lawn work. According to Lacie Glover of NerdWallet, Medical payments
coverage assists with hospital expenses for you and anyone else in the vehicle with you. Uninsured



and underinsured motorist coverage works in accidents where another driver is responsible and either
has no insurance or inadequate insurance to cover your expenses.

Guaranteed Auto Protection, which Hall-Geisler notes is commonly offered by car dealerships, comes
in handy when you finance a brand-new vehicle without cash and wreck it or have it stolen shortly
after. GAP covers the market value you lose after purchasing the vehicle from the dealership, which
adds up to 25 percent of the vehicle’s overall price.

Premium coverage

The most advanced auto insurance can offer additional luxuries to your plan, but with a price.
Hall-Geisler recommends roadside assistance to cover tows to a repair shop, battery jumps and
changing flat tires, keeping you protected in an unfortunate but non-accident-related event. This is a
particularly useful add-on if you do a lot of traveling.

Some other premium coverages are more needs-specific. In his blog, financial expert Dave Ramsey
recommends pay-per-mile insurance for vehicles that are not driven terribly often; your bills are based
on the number of miles actually driven, which is calculated by a GPS installed in your car. Umbrella
insurance is an add-on for your liability coverage if you exceed the limits of your current plan, and
Ramsey says it’s probably necessary if you have a net worth of $500,000 or more. If you live next to a
golf course or baseball diamond, you may want to opt for glass coverage, which pays for the cost of
repairs or replacements for your vehicle’s windshield or windows.

As you continue to research these policies and plans, discuss any questions or concerns you have
with your insurance agent. By understanding what you’re required to have and what you feel
comfortable carrying, you can keep your insurance bills reasonable without having to worry about
being left holding the bag in the event of a collision.
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Managing Cash Flow for Your Business
How to better ensure the liquidity of your business

In order for your business to be as successful as possible, you need to have a firm grasp on cash flow.
Understanding your cash flow and how to manage is essential for long-term stability and confronting
issues in the short term.

What is cash flow?

Cash flow is, as the name suggests,
the manner in which cash flows
through your business. Because of
this, it is possible to have a negative
cash flow — where you have more
cash going out than you have
coming in. If you have more cash
coming into your business, you have
a positive cash flow. Per
Investopedia, liquidity allows your
business to, among other things,
reinvest, pay off debts, cover
expenses and needs or boost
payouts for shareholders and
employees.

How is cash flow determined? 

As The Balance Small Business’
Rosemary Peavler notes, cash flow
is not the same thing as profit, so it’s
not something that can be so easily assessed looking at a profit and loss statement. Instead,
QuickBooks recommends basing a cash flow analysis on three factors: accounts receivable, accounts
payable and, if applicable, shortfalls. Inc.com also recommends considering your inventory and capital
expenditures when compiling a cash flow statement.

To create a cash flow statement, you can use two methods suggested by Quickbooks: the direct
method that tracks all inflowing and outflowing cash, or the indirect method that accounts for
depreciation. While there are many helpful tools and programs that enable you to create your own
cash flow statement, you can also turn to a trusted financial professional if you want to be positive of
the results.

Strategies for improving cash flow

Once you have determined what your cash flow is, whether positive or negative, you can devise
methods for improving it. If you are in the positive, you’ll want to prioritize keeping cash reserves
on-hand to provide security in the event of eventual shortfalls or downturns. Just as you’d want to
keep a nest egg for your personal use, you want liquid cash available should you need it in the event
of an emergency.

A seemingly obvious method for improving your cash flow is to increase your sales. Inc.com warns that
you may wind up spending more cash trying to acquire new customers than you would selling more to
existing customers, but the SBA counters that selling more to current customers may only increase
your accounts receivables. Whether you get new customers or more purchases from current
customers, you’ll want to implement a strategy for payment that gets cash into your account faster. 

If one of the areas that you find yourself struggling in is accounts receivable, Caron Beesley, a



contributor for the Small Business Administration’s Managing a Business blog, recommends offering a
discount for cash on delivery or paying more quickly. This allows you to receive the cash in a timelier
manner and cuts down on the time that you’d need to chase down payments from customers. Peavler
suggests a lockbox system for payment collection that expedites the time it takes for payments to be
put into your account and allows them to be swept into an interest-bearing account.

Peavler cites inventory as another significant asset that can hinder cash flow. Inventory that sits for too
long or sells out too quickly can have a negative affect on the flow of cash into your business, which is
why it’s important to know your inventory turnover ratio. If it turns out that you can be more efficient
with inventory turnover, you can adjust accordingly to optimize cash flow.

Cash flow is just one of the many factors that you have to constantly monitor in the effort of guiding
your business to success. If you need help determining your business’s cash flow or managing it,
consider consulting with a financial professional so that you can focus more on the various other
aspects of your business.
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Mark Your Calendars for the Next Community Shred
Day at HCU 
Saturday, May 18, 2019 at Feeding Hills Branch 
It’s Spring Cleaning Time!

Start gathering all those old documents that should be shredded such as:

Old tax records
Checks
Employment records
Old bank statements
Credit card applications
The sky’s the limit!

Bring them to HCU’s Feeding Hills Branch at 14 North Westfield St.

On Saturday, May 18, 2019

From 9:00 am – 12:00 pm

And get them shredded on the spot for FREE!

Come into our branch for a coffee and donuts!

We will be happy to answer any questions you might have while you are there.

Let Holyoke Credit Union and PROSHRED Security help to keep your identity theft safe and secure! 
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The Risks of Using Public Wi-Fi
Why you should avoid using public Wi-Fi

Public Wi-Fi networks allow you to connect to the internet for free in many public places like coffee
shops, airports and hotels. But while getting free internet access without having to use any data from
your personal phone plan might look like a great idea on the surface, using public Wi-Fi comes with a
number of significant risks, as these networks tend to have very little security — if any.

Packet sniffing

According to Europol’s Cybercrime
Centre, packet sniffing is a
cybercrime involving an attacker that
“monitors and intercepts
unencrypted data as it travels across
an unprotected network.”
Cybercriminals can do this by buying
special software kits, allowing them
to see everything you are doing
online. They can view the webpages
you have visited, the information you
fill out while visiting said webpages
and even capture your login
credentials.

Man-in-the-Middle attacks

One of the most common threats
when using a public Wi-Fi network is
what is known as a
Man-in-the-Middle attack. Similar to
packet sniffing, a MitM attack is a form of eavesdropping. “When a computer makes a connection to the
internet, data is sent from point A (computer) to point B (service/website), and vulnerabilities can allow
an attacker to get in between these transmissions and ‘read’ them,” Norton explains. “What you
thought was private no longer is.”

Malicious hotspot

Another way cybercriminals can use public Wi-Fi to spy on you is via malicious hotspots that use
legitimate network names to manipulate you to connect to them. For example, hackers near your hotel
can set up their own Wi-Fi network with the same name as the hotel’s and boost the signal to ensure it
is stronger than the legitimate one. Once you accidentally connect to the malicious hotspot, the
attacker can then monitor everything you do online.

Malware distribution

Unencrypted public Wi-Fi networks and software vulnerabilities can allow attackers to place malware
on your computer without your knowledge. “A software vulnerability is a security hole or weakness
found in an operating system or software program,” Norton says. “Hackers can exploit this weakness
by writing code to target a specific vulnerability and then inject malware onto your device.”

According to Luke Bencie, managing director of Security Management International, malware
distribution was one of the primary tools behind a sophisticated hacking campaign dubbed “Dark
Hotel,” which targeted U.S. executives, government agencies, CEOs and other high-profile individuals
as they traveled to Asia. As these individuals connected to their luxury hotel’s Wi-Fi networks and
downloaded what they thought were regular software updates, their devices were infected with



malware. “This malware could sit inactive and undetected for several months before being remotely
accessed to obtain sensitive information on the device,” Bencie writes in a May 2017 article for the
Harvard Business Review.

Minimizing risk

There are many ways to protect your information while using public Wi-Fi. The best one is to use a
virtual private network, which will keep everything you do encrypted; but if that’s not an option, there
are still recommended practices to minimize risk. For example, do not allow your Wi-Fi to auto-connect
to networks, do not access websites that hold sensitive information like healthcare or financial
accounts, do not log into a network that isn’t password protected, and do not leave your Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth® enabled if you are not using them. Additionally, Bencie recommends setting up two-factor
authentication so that “even if malicious individuals have the passwords to your bank, social media, or
email, they won’t be able to log in.”

Even if you have to connect to a public Wi-Fi network, knowing the risks can help better prepare you
against attacks. Nonetheless, you would be better off buying an unlimited data plan for your device to
enable you to stop using public Wi-Fi altogether.
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Pack up a Picnic with These 3 Recipes
Fun flavors for a festive outside meal

Warmer weather signals that it’s time to take meals outdoors to enjoy the seasonal foliage and flowers.
Spend more time hanging out with loved ones instead of in the kitchen when you try one of these
simple, portable dishes.

Melon Prosciutto Skewers

Savory meets sweet in this
easy-to-assemble recipe from Sonia
Lacasse, author of The Healthy
Foodie blog. It makes approximately
10 skewers. Gather the following
ingredients for the skewers and
garnish: 10 slices of prosciutto (cut
in half), 20 mini bocconcini (or 1-inch
cubes of a cheese of your choice),
20 large cantaloupe balls (from one
medium cantaloupe), balsamic
vinegar and fresh basil leaves
(chopped and whole).

Using 8-inch wooden skewers,
thread the cantaloupe, bocconcini
and prosciutto in alternating layers
onto each skewer. Refrigerate until
ready to serve. Garnish with basil
leaves and sprinkle with balsamic
vinegar before serving.

Queso and charred corn salad

If you like corn and queso, you’ll definitely want to try this recipe, which comes from Kate Merker and
Kristina Kurek of Country Living magazine. You’ll need the following ingredients to concoct this
scrumptious salad: 1 red chili (seeded and chopped), 1/2 small red onion (finely chopped), 1
tablespoon olive oil, 1/4 cup fresh lime juice, salt, ground black pepper, 4 ounces queso fresco
(crumbled), 6 ears of fresh corn (shucked) and 3/4 cup fresh cilantro (chopped).

Grill the cobs of corn over medium heat for about 10 minutes, turning occasionally until charred.
Meanwhile, combine the following ingredients in a bowl: chili, lime juice, red onion, oil, salt and
pepper. Cool the corn, then use a knife to cut it from the cobs. Add the corn to the mixture in the bowl,
along with the queso fresco and cilantro. Keep refrigerated until you’re ready to pack up your picnic
basket.

Glazed lemon cookies

Sunny weather just calls for lemonade — and these tasty lemon-flavored cookies featured on Martha
Stewart. You’ll need the following ingredients for the cookies: 2 cups unbleached all-purpose flour, 1/2
teaspoon baking soda, 1/2 teaspoon salt, 1 tablespoon finely grated lemon zest, 2 tablespoons fresh
lemon juice, 1/2 cup unsalted butter, 1 cup sugar, 1 large egg and 1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract.

Whisk together flour, salt, baking soda and lemon zest in a medium bowl. Use an electric mixer to beat
butter and sugar in a large bowl; mix until fluffy. Next, add vanilla, egg and lemon juice and combine.
Turn mixer on low and gradually add the flour mixture. Use a tablespoon to drop dough onto two
baking sheets, leaving 1 inch between each cookie. Bake for 15-20 minutes in a 350-degree oven, or



until cookie edges are golden. Let cool completely, then add glaze, if desired. To make the glaze,
simply whisk together 2 cups confectioners’ sugar, 2 tablespoons finely grated lemon zest and 1/3 cup
fresh lemon juice.

Try one or more of these yummy recipes the next time you plan a picnic with your family or friends.
Just be prepared to get asked for the recipes, because they’re sure to be a hit.
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DIY Mother's Day Gift Ideas
Creative handmade presents to bestow on your mom this holiday

Mother’s Day is on May 12 this year — just around the corner! Don’t let the holiday pass without
expressing your appreciation to the mother figures in your life. Consider creating a do-it-yourself gift
that is sure to put a smile on any mom’s face. 

Garden markers

Garden markers make a great gift
for those with a green thumb who
just can’t keep plant names straight.
Amanda Wright with Wit & Whistle
explains how to make this simple
homemade craft. You’ll need the
following items available at a local or
online craft store: polymer clay rolled
into 1/4-inch balls, rubber letter
stamps, rolling pin, butter knife and
baking dish. Roll each clay ball into a
breadstick-like 5.5-inch long coil.
Use the rolling pin to flatten the coil
to 1/4-inch thick. Next, use the butter
knife to slice off one end of each coil.
Press the stamps to spell out plant
and/or herb names on the coil, then
bake it according to the clay
package’s instructions.

Watercolor planter

Help your mother start spring off on a colorful note with a vibrant-hued flowerpot. Woman’s Day
magazine provides the simple instructions for this gift. Gather the following items: terracotta pot,
sponge paintbrush, wood skewer, nail polish, plastic bucket or tub, waterborne bonding primer and
aerosol water seal. Prime the exterior and inner lip of the pot with the primer paint and let it dry. Then
fill a bucket with lukewarm water (enough to fully submerge the pot). Pour 1/4 of the nail polish bottle
on the water’s surface, swirl it with the wood skewer, then dip the pot into the water at an angle.
Rotate it, so the polish coats the surface. Remove the pot and place it upside down on a safe surface
to dry. After the paint dries, coat the pot with aerosol water seal.

Honey hand balm

Whether your mom prefers the outdoors, indoors or a bit of both, she’s sure to appreciate the
hydration of a homemade hand salve. Hello Glow contributor Stephanie Pollard relays how to make an
8-ounce portion of this nourishing balm. You’ll need the following ingredients and items:

1/4 cup coconut oil
1/4 cup almond oil
1/4 cup olive oil
5 tablespoons beeswax pastilles
1 tablespoon shea butter
1 1/2 tablespoons raw honey
Essential oils (of your choice)
8-ounce glass jar (or several small tins with lids)

In a microwave-safe bowl, combine all ingredients except the honey and essential oils. Microwave on



In a microwave-safe bowl, combine all ingredients except the honey and essential oils. Microwave on
high in 30-second increments for 2 minutes, stirring between each time in the microwave, until the
mixture is completely liquefied. Next, whisk in 10-20 drops of essential oils and the raw honey.
Immediately pour the mixture into the glass jar to cool.

Photo coasters

These easy-made coasters are the perfect way to help your mom preserve special memories, as well
as preserving the surface of a favorite table. Gather the following products before starting on this craft,
featured on Heidi Miller’s The Frugal Girls blog: photos, Mod Podge (glossy or matte), foam brushes,
clear acrylic high-gloss coating spray and plain white ceramic tiles. Miller recommends spreading the
project out over a few days, since each coat of Mod Podge and sealer will need sufficient time to dry.
Trim the photos to fit the surface of the tiles. Adhere the backs of the photos to the tiles with Mod
Podge using a foam brush. Once dry, apply another coat to the front of the photo. Repeat with two
more layers of Mod Podge. Spray the tiles with acrylic sealer.

Try your hand at one or more of these nifty crafts to surprise your mom and any other female mentors
this Mother’s Day. It’s a great way to add a personal touch to your gift-giving.
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